Occupational asthma is important both as a potentially curable and preventable cause of asthma and as a model of adult onset athsma. It is induced by sensitization to a specific agent inhaled at work; for many of its causes, including inhaled proteins and the low molecular weight chemicals acid anhydrides and reactive dyes, it is probably IgE dependent. The risk of developing specific IgE and associated asthma is markedly increased in cigarette smokers, probably as a consequence of non-specific damage to the respiratory mucosa. Asthma caused by several agents, which include some of its most frequent causes, isocyanates, colophony and plicatic acid (Western Red Cedar) persists in some 50% of cases for years, and possibly indefinitely, after avoidance of exposure. The development of chronic symptomatic asthma seems particularly to occur in those with longer duration of symptomatic exposure.
Asthma, occupational asthma and airway hyper-responsiveness
Asthma is usually defined as airway narrowing which is reversible over short periods of time, either spontaneously or as a result of treatment. This definition, valuable for clinical purposes, focusing on the characteristic variability in airway calibre which distinguishes asthma from the less reversible airflow limitation in chronic bronchitis and emphysema, does not include airway hyper-responsiveness. The increased bronchoconstrictor response to nonspecific provocative stimuli is a cardinal characteristic of asthma which reflects important pathophysiological changes in the asthmatic airways. Airway responsiveness describes the ease with which acute transient airway narrowing can be provoked by a variety of non-specific stimuli. These include physical stimuli such as exercise and hyperventilation of cold and ambient air, inhalation of chemicals such as sulphur dioxide and of pharmacologically active agents such as histamine and methacholine. Patients with asthma require smaller doses of these stimuli to provoke airway narrowing. The degree of airway responsiveness is conveniently expressed as the dose of the stimulus which provokes a specified reduction in lung function, commonly the concentration or dose of the stimulus which provokes a 20% fall in the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), the PC20 or PD20. These stimuli are described as non-specific because they provoke airway narrowing in all asthmatics. In contrast, specific stimuli, both protein allergens and low molecular weight haptens provoke airway narrowing only in individuals sensitized to them. Inhalation of specific stimuli provokes changes in airway calibre and increased non-specific airway responsiveness. Two groups of agents which provoke an acute asthmatic response can therefore be distinguished: non-specific stimuli which provoke airway narrowing in individuals whose airways are hyper-responsive, but which do not themselves increase airway responsiveness; and specific stimuli which both provoke airway narrowing and increase non-specific airway responsiveness. These specific stimuli are 'inducers' of asthma, able to 'switch on' airway hyper-responsiveness, distinguishable from non-specific 'inciters' which can provoke airway narrowing in those with pre-existing airway hyper-responsiveness.
Occupational asthma is asthma induced by sensitization to an agent inhaled at work. The specific agent 'switches on' asthma and airway hyper-responsiveness. Occupational asthma is a special example of airway hyper-responsiveness induced by identifiable environmental agents. It is important because it is potentially preventable because, with avoidance of exposure to its specific cause, it can be curable, and because it can be studied as a model of asthma caused by specific environmental agents in adult life. 
